"Count me in for year #3 in the NRC. Where else can you find a better bargain for $14? Somebody in Bosstown must be doing something right!!!(Steve Kennedy, Florida)

IN THIS ISSUE...

Guide to Latin American "Funny Money" - Ron Schatz
NRC 1973 Frequency Check List - Joe Fela, et al.
Lots of the Usual Stuff - Various

NEW MEMBERS THIS WEEK...

Frank Hermann, 950 Grou St., Montreal 379, P.Q.
Robert King, 34 Perry Dr., Needham, Ma. 02192.
Maj. George Herr, Madigan General Hospital Box 851, Tacoma, Wa. 98431.
Ron Battory, 87-1/2 Orchard St., Adams, Mass. 01220.

Welcome to the 40-year-old NRC, people; why not drop a note to Ernie Cooper and introduce yourself to the rest of the membership?

THIS WEEK'S HOLDING PATTERN...

Because of the heavy support this week for Musings, DDXD, and IDXD, we've been forced to hold over a large amount of technical and feature material. Since our Editorial Policy gives priority to time-valued material, we must continue to hold feature and tech material as long as Section support is heavy. We are currently holding Father Jack Pejza's conclusion to his introduction to ionospheric propagation, 4 articles on the effects of horizon blockage on MW reception, two sets of FET loop amplifier plans, plus several articles dealing with patterns, and GPN's major original article on digital frequency measurements on the BCB. We will include these features in DX NEWS at the earliest possible time.

PROGRESS ON THE NEW DOMESTIC LOG...

Outside NRC HQ, 9 members are currently working on the new Domestic Log. The first outside member to complete his assignment on the Log Project has been Rich Frcho who's prepared the alphabetical by-call listing for the first half of the W's. Wes Boyd has completed his proofreading and has forwarded about 250 corrections to be incorporated into the final copy. Barring unexpected problems (never a safe assumption in the Real World...), we expect the new Log to be completed sometime in March. More information next week.

Credit for publication of the last few issues of DX NEWS and other HQ tasks: Chuck and Jackie Rossier, Cary Pall, Randy Kane, Dan Kahn, Ray Moore, Bill Bailey, Mark Katz, and Diane Nelson. *GPN & BGK
DURATION DX SUPREMACY RATING FOR 31 JAN, 1973 (7)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALL</th>
<th>NAME AND ADDRESS</th>
<th>CITY/STATE</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>DX</th>
<th>VERSUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>WACB</td>
<td>WACB, New York, NY</td>
<td>23 May</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>WJIM</td>
<td>WJIM, Milwaukee, WI</td>
<td>15 June</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>WTOP</td>
<td>WTOP, Toronto, ON</td>
<td>20 May</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>WAKS</td>
<td>WAKS, Jacksonville, FL</td>
<td>18 May</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>WBBZ</td>
<td>WBBZ, New York, NY</td>
<td>25 May</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>WBZA</td>
<td>WBZA, Cleveland, OH</td>
<td>15 June</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>WABC</td>
<td>WABC, New York, NY</td>
<td>10 June</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>WINS</td>
<td>WINS, New York, NY</td>
<td>17 June</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>WORC</td>
<td>WORC, New York, NY</td>
<td>14 June</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>WOR</td>
<td>WOR, New York, NY</td>
<td>18 June</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIALS**

**WPRO** 1430, 1200, 1070.

**WOR** 1200, 1130, 1070.

**WABC** 1500, 1420, 1340.

**WORC** 1400, 1320, 1240.

**WINS** 1300, 1220, 1140.

**WOR** 1200, 1120, 1040.

**WOR** 1100, 1020, 940.

**WORC** 1000, 920, 840.

**WPRO** 900, 820, 740.

**WORC** 800, 720, 640.

**WINS** 700, 620, 540.

**WOR** 600, 520, 440.

**WORC** 500, 420, 340.

**WPRO** 400, 320, 240.

**WORC** 300, 220, 140.

**WINS** 200, 120, 040.

**WOR** 100, 020, 000.

**WORC** 000, 000, 200.

**WINS** 200, 220, 240.

**WOR** 300, 320, 340.

**WORC** 400, 420, 440.

**WINS** 500, 520, 540.

**WOR** 600, 620, 640.

**WORC** 700, 720, 740.

**WINS** 800, 820, 840.

**WOR** 900, 920, 940.
LAUREN CAGNINI - 944 South Avenue - Quebec, QC

I am a new member of NRC, age 60, native tongue, FF. My RX is a Drake SW-4A and in 11/71 I bought a second RX, the SW-4 and an SW-6 loop. I have logged to date more than 4,000 SW stations. My SW stations are located in the state of Quebec and they are members of the Quebec Division. On 540, after off/FF of CFB & CBB at 1:14 pm, CMB & XEM were heard with different loop directions. HFL-610, N. American,'Regina,' Huddsburg, received an SW. CFB-754, Pointe-Fort, Guadeloupe, received a SW. SW-4A & SW-6 loop & mentioning the Waimea area, Port-Louis & Bass Tiris. IMPACT, a very rare frequency, was tuned in at 11:30 pm & YVQI IDed as Olanda Fortuna, Puerto de la Cruz at 11:30 pm. On another night my first SW station, KAF-400 was heard at 12:30 am transmitting a Spanish game. On 550, a Venezuelan was heard at 7 pm but IDed, probably R. Girados of Havana. 55659, R. Inclan, San Salvador, heard only once during the month 1-15. SW 1453 2020 AM IDed by an unknown SW. (Are they AN, Laurent?) SWL-770 R. Rumbo, Caracas, 7 pm & 10 on the same frequency, it was RCLX, R. Salamanca, Cali. On 710 w/WR pulled out, COW-W in Villarica was heard in FF. RWNJ-70 & 7:10 pm was clearly IDed as Emilia Mendez, La Paz, Bolivia. SW-725, Paramaribo, heard many evenings 6-10 pm with different languages. On 750, during the late hours of CMC I heard R. Trinidad; Port-O-Spain, w/ID. On 750 near 11 pm, I tuned in my Fourth C., R. Quiter, Naranjo, Nicaragua. Another night on the same frequency, it was YVQI, R. Qomans @ 7 pm & HJX, R. Canelo, Medellin, near 1200 SW-750, Georgetown, Guyana heard at 7 pm & WR barely audible at that time. One evening I had some Brazilian ID on 710 around 9:50 pm w/ID from Cuba & I was able to IDed with Club de Pernambuco, on 1750 near 11 pm. I tuned in on 702 and verified it on 1155 SW was & I was lucky to hear so much, and I have no doubt now it was my first Brazilian. (Welcome to the NRC, Laurent! We will be eager to hear more from you!)

THOMAS R. SUNDSTROM - Box 305 - Willingboro, New Jersey - 08046

I hope all NRC members are enjoying their holidays. I'd like to thank all who sent Christmas cards. I'm sorry my wife & I have not reciprocated, but we have not gotten cards from the Christmas spirit of things. The time you once had to spend was the same time as others have now. The time of the Christmas spirit is three months, including one five-day period between Christmas & New Year's. It has been a trying experience to say the least, particularly on my wife & my little girl as the latter just doesn't like to be shutted off to the parents and/or neighbors any more. One bright moment around Thanksgiving we moved the younger into the second largest bedroom, redecorating that & the smaller bedrooms, which I took over with its pannels and radio equipment. In doing so, the SW-4 has seemingly improved its pannels and null capabilities (see DIYW with nulms not obtainable before in such stations as WFN WING WCRH and almost WIF & WFR). I can only speculate that the SW-4 now back in my view is the superior of the two. It has an interior well filled with possibly metallic type elements in insulation. Furthermore, the use of the SW-4 has in my view also of the SW-4 makes it one of the best TBM's in terms of cooperation, friendliness, etc. 73.

Get these Musings a Like - Remember, Musings are for Reporting your DX Catching Day by Day. Like RM for Your Hurry-Up DX Copy, and please BE SO KIND AS TO DOUBLE SPACE. STICK TO DX SUBJECTS, and NO Vere Stothers' Names in Musings, PLEASE!
STAN MORS - Route 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts - 01380
12/24 - On 1500 C 14:15pm, WDCB was on top, and didn’t seem to be WZJ - maybe KVJ (at that time of year). I tuned in to the new-hour WZJ, WMZC, WM. I could have used them, a lot of info on 4:29. 14:30. I had Muhammad Feedman on 590 - faded by 5:15 when WJER, WCC built up with Christmas & a very individual Christmas theme. It was a warm, dull, and Constitutionally right of everybody. I don’t know much about it. WMZC/MC 4:45. WJER off, & KVJ about as loud w/better c/v. WDCB/1070 Madison, WI, for weekly DX TEST - KCR made it tough - also an SS heard from 5:33 to 5:37 when they disappeared - power change or pattern or both. I used to be a Snowmobile climber, and I’ve heard them in the dark with a headlight & it’s only December - after today I think I’ll carry a gun, a skateboard & helmet and snowmobile operators are elsewhere. 12/27 - WMZC/MC - 1150 Skowhegan, Me. 7:25am for a report - no WDCB but plenty of CB. One to go in Maine again. PH - Thanks to our Fearless Leader, EBE, a report to Radio Pandiuro-955 in St. Kitts. I used to be a Snowmobile climber, and I’ve heard them in the dark with a headlight & it’s only December - after today I think I’ll carry a gun, a skateboard & helmet and snowmobile operators are elsewhere. WDCB/MC - 1150 Skowhegan, Me. 7:25am for a report - no WDCB but plenty of CB. One to go in Maine again. PH - Thanks to our Fearless Leader, EBE, a report to Radio Pandiuro-955 in St. Kitts. I used to be a Snowmobile climber, and I’ve heard them in the dark with a headlight & it’s only December - after today I think I’ll carry a gun, a skateboard & helmet and snowmobile operators are elsewhere. WMZC/MC - 1150 Skowhegan, Me. 7:25am for a report - no WDCB but plenty of CB. One to go in Maine again. PH - Thanks to our Fearless Leader, EBE, a report to Radio Pandiuro-955 in St. Kitts. I used to be a Snowmobile climber, and I’ve heard them in the dark with a headlight & it’s only December - after today I think I’ll carry a gun, a skateboard & helmet and snowmobile operators are elsewhere. 12/27 - WMZC/MC - 1150 Skowhegan, Me. 7:25am for a report - no WDCB but plenty of CB. One to go in Maine again. PH - Thanks to our Fearless Leader, EBE, a report to Radio Pandiuro-955 in St. Kitts. I used to be a Snowmobile climber, and I’ve heard them in the dark with a headlight & it’s only December - after today I think I’ll carry a gun, a skateboard & helmet and snowmobile operators are elsewhere. WMZC/MC - 1150 Skowhegan, Me. 7:25am for a report - no WDCB but plenty of CB. One to go in Maine again. PH - Thanks to our Fearless Leader, EBE, a report to Radio Pandiuro-955 in St. Kitts. I used to be a Snowmobile climber, and I’ve heard them in the dark with a headlight & it’s only December - after today I think I’ll carry a gun, a skateboard & helmet and snowmobile operators are elsewhere.
Greetings.

Misses has been doing quite well out here in the past few weeks, and we have even been noted on occasion. Verity that have come in: Benjamin 76, Andorra 818, KIBU-790 WHN-450 KBO-1500 WHI-360 W6C-1410 WNM-1500 XMM-590. The W6IC DX TEST was extremely strong here, and judging from the calls we received, were much the same over much of the US.

Some recent DX:
12/16 5-10 pm, K6CR-1550 w/o/am 5-10 pm WAX-1550 w/o/ft.
12/15-16 1550 w/o/ft.
12/16-17 3000 w/o/ft.
12/17-18 1550 w/o/ft.
12/18-19 1550 w/o/ft.
12/19-20 1550 w/o/ft.
12/20-21 1550 w/o/ft.
12/21-22 1550 w/o/ft.
12/22-23 1550 w/o/ft.
12/23-24 1550 w/o/ft.
12/24-25 1550 w/o/ft.
12/25-26 1550 w/o/ft.
12/26-27 1550 w/o/ft.
12/27-28 1550 w/o/ft.
12/28-29 1550 w/o/ft.
12/29-30 1550 w/o/ft.
12/30-31 1550 w/o/ft.
12/31-01 1550 w/o/ft.

This is known as Progress.

Mike Lcko - 5509 Helense Place, Apt. 102, Rockville, Maryland - 20851
I hope everyone had a most enjoyable New Year's Eve. I hope no one was in that wild crowd down in Ft. Lauderdale New Year's Eve. The same thing happens every year there - I guess that's how we get kicked (literally) out of our systems for DX reasons. It would have made a good opportunity to bring along the radio gear - I had never been down to the N.C. outer banks before. My wife took a few snapshots of me rolling around with the QRP loop (28-40) and top of the Wight Brothers Memorial in Kill Devil Hills. Turned out that carrying the stuff up the memorial hill was very using up there.
Deadline: Fridays of each week. DX phone 201-630-7721 prepaid.

DX for this week follows:

209 Morocco. Asilal logged 1/10, 2240-2300; all AA pmsg, chanting, some instrumental mx, female chants, ID at 2300. (Grabbing, 

530 unID. 4/13/84, a SS o/u "HN", bearing 190\(^\circ\) roughly; ITV distorted bearing slightly; pgm entirely male talking w/deep voice for 10 minutes, sounding typical of that hr on Costa Rica... who's moved now? (Edmunds, NJ)

708 Dominican Republic. NCW, Santo Domingo noted 1/18 from 1905-1000; commentary by man in SS; quickly faded away in Dominic Republican sunrise. (Mohler, Iowa) (Welcomel- ed)

895 St. Kitts. ZIZ. Basseterre weak to readable 1/1 with pop mx program 000-0000, 0000-0000. (Gregg A. Calkin, Ontario) (Welcomel-ed)

600 SP-600, Sanarring loop. (Edwards, NJ)

unID. 1/3, 0940 talk re Vietnam o/rumble. St. Lucia or Haiti? (Hausser, Texas) (Haiti read this time, but they thought they were the one w/400 Hz het? ed)

690 Mexico. Baja, SoCal. Cosh. 1/8 0050 Mex 1650 0057 0070 0077 distorted till 6 AM; also 1/8 0100, BCN plug; hrbd both times on 2010 the /670 detectable in morn. (Hauser, Texas)

705 unID. 12/26, 0620; hrbd loud OC or STN /extremely low audio looping CA, day after quake. If HRD, must mean mxr considerably weaker and studio destroyed. If not, anyb's guess. (Edmunds, NJ)

821a Dominican Republic. NIZ, Santiago 1/9 0015-0056 fair w/latino vocals and some NA mx; R. Santiago ID noted 0010; signal pretty good, but strong hit against 820 makes copy a little rough.

Feidt, MA

844 Gilbert & Ellice Islands. V3Fl. Tarama noted 1/6, 0742 f/in w/woman talking, 0740 fair. (Taylor, NJ)

845 PA-1/6, 0920 poor w/TV talking (Ogdens, Alberts)

860 Spain. 1/4 2320 onwards, group of vocals, slow tempo in SS, but no ID on half hour. Talk by woman in SS; assumed Marcia. (Edmunds, NJ) (very safe assumption. Matt. Rene IDs on the hour- ed)


863 Armenia? Tentative Vevan 1/9 0942-0950 w/SS carrier, very low audio; slow female vocal 0942, f/very short announcement sounding like CA, the couldnt be sure. (Taylor, NJ)

886 Basseterre. 1/9, 0600 finally able to split this off from WVSS; w/SS carrier. (Edmunds, NJ)

914 Venezuela. V0RQ. Aeroporto Maiquetia presumed, on 1820, 1440 Lite cl mx, 0510, 0700 still; few announcement; seems AN. (Hausser, Texas)

Suriname? stn here 1/7 2340. Arabic chanting very weak but looped rights. Nets from what seemed to be both 917 and 916. (Edwards, NJ) (Think you'll find music is in Hindi-ed)

917 unID. Not much here; variaha mx 1/4 0020, unable to get hearing. (Edwards, NJ) (probably FAJ2 Madrid-ed)

940 Yugoslavia. Ljubljana 1/9, 03:30-03:40 w/short musical interlude, into mx until 03:35; then polka mx. Tremendous level, carrier and audio both good. Taped. (Taylor, NJ)

948 Morocco. Tetuan 1/12, 0515-0524 f/fm chanting; brass accompaniment. Appears to be some kind of monumental Moroccan holiday as all regular Moroccans had chanting with great gusto. (Edmunds, NJ)

Esame here; good audio. (Taylor, NJ)

959 Argentina. FM90. R. Victoria strong several nites; 1/4 0030 w/EE relling 1/6 0015 w/mx f/fm commercial for some type of electrical appliance, them hymn. All EE and very strong.

Positive ID. (Edwards, NJ)

tentative 1/8 1005-1015. No IDs w/all announcements in SS, but what else can it be? In the clear 1005, but had begun to waver by 1015. No particular splatter from WXY-930. (Mohler, Iowa)

(Than more likely, you had WCN at that time in SS. See report above- ed)

960 Montserrat. R. Antilles good in SS 1/1 0220 but not helped by WNII/Rochester 1151 SS ID 0300-0400. 'Bienvenidos a un programa de Radio Antilles en Montserrat..." (Calkin, Ontario)

965 Mexico. XEU, Veracruz; R. Nucleo Oro is the slogan on ID to 5900 1/2 2157-2200 SS mx and talk, ad, New Years greetings etc.; 1/2 2339 local ad, 2349 ID w/FM. (Hauser, Texas)

Calkin, Ontario) Send Call 1/6 0700 peaky/well known, w/mx re running WRI w/TOPIAT/ID: Eco ID: txw to AM for tip. (Feidt, MI)

991 USG7? 1/10, 0330 exactly, as heard, w/chanting Rostov-Don? unfortunately, no audio. (Taylor, NJ)

995 Nicaragua? 1/24, 0624. 075 (Edmunds, NJ)

Calkin, Ontario) Who can 2? 2700 run on SS and 990 but: 1/5 0250 NEW authentically speaking; 0255 and "Lo que toda mujer debe saber" (What every woman should know). (0257 "nuevo en punto") TCvH IDs every 1/ hour but unrepeatable except for 920 ten given 0430 fading; 0557 long Gun NA, 0601 off; also 0412-0413; w/strthp. Lesson: Perhaps R. Induana, Nazanengo, 9590? (Hauser, Texas) (very interesting, and something to be watched on both fundamentals, 990 or 9901-ed)

Colombia. R366, R. Sutatenza, 1/8 0100-0110 very strong here w/ID and into mx in SS; much weaker / noted on 960, so I suppose this is the super-job and the 10 kw is 960, but which is Barranquilla? w/ID log gives Barranquilla as 100 kw, while WWVH says Maganque & Barr. as 120 kw/100. Ah confusion; / as also noted 700, 810. (Feidt, MI) call on this one now ID at 900 mHz is 960 much louder than 1012 here in NY, Bill, so don't know what the real situation is.-ed

MEXICO. R. 10-30 Lagos de Moreno, Jgl., 1/15 0505 ID, "Buena noche" and off; still distored on 2060 where heard. (Hausser, TX) (sir what is this ID is XBJL-ed)

945 Guatemala. R. 501 TCGS, Santa Lucia Cotzamalgua ed at check.

979 Morocco. CASBLANCA 1/12, 0500 during phenomenal Moroccan opening w/1300+ chanting seemingly 1/295 new stn (Edmunds, NJ)
1080 Mexico. XECX "La Onda Juvenil" Irapuato Gto., ("una gran ciudad") 1/14 0059 EE rock, reverberate "CINN", 0102 sologan ID ads, s/off, 6195 IT return; "se retira al aire" and immediately off; hr on 2160; do not confuse w/listed fundamental XWBJ branch at the same station. (Hauzer, TX)

1095 unm Dazz saw jammer noted here 1/10, 0307 and later bearing 35-40° during exc-halt opening. Jamming what? (Taylor, TX)

1100 Antigua. ZEK 1/1 0200 w/ID "C-D-K, the new world sound" after reverberate from Ebenezer Methodist Church. (Calkin, Ont.)

1115 Morocco. Curzatame 1/2 2210 o/a Mezlan w/AA chants (what else, huh?) Good signal for 15 kw. (Taylor, TX)

1133 Yugoslavia. Tovarnik 1 noted 1/10 0325-0330 w/TS continuous of what sounded like brass instruments (not the one listed in WHEL). Strong, WHEM no problem when this one is in good. (Taylor, TX)

1135 unm LA noted here 1/14 0330, bearing indicates northern CA, possibly a TG...good carrier, weak audio and tends to deep fade. (Taylor, TX)

1150 Venezuela. Punto Fijo. TVT 1/1 0720-0735 w/MI w/"Concierto" IDs and AST IDs between cuts; really domated this spot in the absence of WHEL. (Feidt, MI)

1150 Morocco. 1/12 0436 female chantings, drum accompaniment, bearing 76°, and apparently //1205 new outlet. (Edmunds, NM)

1170 Mim Salvador. XSEL. Metepec 1/8 0923 melodias, giving phone; better on 2310 where first noted; 0530 NA and s/off. (Hauzer, Texas)

1170 Guatemala. TGHF. R. Recuerdo, Quezaltenango 1/8 0925 marina distorted SS amnt on 2340. (Hauzer, Texas)

1200 El Salvador. YHSL. Mejicamal 1/8, 0125-0155, mx interspersed w/announcements. Between each mx selection at least three annts were IDs (with at most a minute between mxs). But even w/frequency of IDs, I never catch the whole of one (just the tail and giving unm ID). (Mehler, YP phone!) That's the sign of most DEX9-ed; France. GMT Bordeaux strong 1/3 0715 with talk in FF. (Edwards, NJ)

1205 Morocco. 1/12 0420-0425 w/lengthy fan chantings, drum acc. Judging by other loppinging of evening, appears to be new Moroccan outlet, almost assuredly //1154. (Edmunds, Taylor, TX)

1215 unm LA here 1/14 0353-15s w/NA prior to s/off. Tuned in to hear: "Esta es Y-5, Radio Nacional... So it looks like we have a relay of Y555-555 here as both signals // on check 1/15 0935 w/FSP. (Taylor, TX)

1225 1/16 0302 giving phone for "mx" at 0305 sounds Max but SE NE; s/off or soon off. (Hauzer, Texas)(Bearing for me is 185°-ed)

1225 St. Kitts. Paradise w/exc strength 0230 1/3 w/religious mx pg until 0300 close w/SS ID*You are tuned to "Paradise" but not the Island of St. Kitts. Good carrier appears to come from a different SS, 0401 0227 s/off 12/28; really messing up 1260/1270 that night next night not so good, but strong hits on 1260 and 1270 and at times receivable audio, up to abt SS Tux tip, GPM (Myers, CH)

1225 (cont'd) St. Kitts. Paradise hr 1/3 txr to IDCA DDX; 0047 tx, 0059 organ mx and ss ID, 0100 maybe mx; tough copy 0300 sermon sound, but seems off at 0310 check; also 1/5 0045 sermon; 1/5 0200 giving frequency, ID. (Hauzer, Texas)

1225 Bearcat off 1/16 0304. (Edmunds, Texas)

1225創新 1/8 0720 tone-in-tone w/pmost gospel, one ID 0735 w/num on mike audio (a studio wiring fault). SS here, off at 0750 recheck. (Wisconsin, WI)

1240 Mexico? 1/14 0049 occasional f/lax, fast SS; 0456 SS, also 1/15 1130 SS single, ad mentioning Camino 19, 1146 cutting over to ID. 2550 hr 1130. (Hauzer, TX)

1255 Morocco. Radio C 1/12 0512 a cappella fan chantings seems //1079. (Edmunds, Taylor, NJ)

1255 St. Maarten. WV2D 1/1 to 0430, promised comm. outlet replacing former religious operation now reincarnated as R. Paradise. Hrd here LHS w/increased pwv (10 kw. ex-1 kw.) w/white blues male vocals to 0430 followed by voice ID, then ID w/considerable reverber "P-D-2-2-2-2-2-2-2" Nice tape. (Edmunds, NJ)

1300 unm Mexico? Cell unk, Leon, Gto. 1/14 0041 w/beautiful organ mx, 0047 SS ad, local phones 3-12-13, 3-16-76. (Hauzer, Texas)

1339 Morocco. XELS. "Canal 13" San Luis Potosi BLP must be down to here, since hrd on 2679 1/14 0335 ID, "El maravilloso mundo de la musica" also 1/16 0333 ad string, DJ, ranchera, (Hauzer, Texas)

135 unm. LA noted here, usual fare 1/4 0215; fairly strong, but, like most "goodies," succumbed to sidetones by 0216. (Taylor, NJ)

1376 St. Kitts. Paradise hr off, only ID "Pobrez..." unable to really check this carrier. (Taylor, TX)

1390 Mexico. XCHB "Canal 13" Can-Luis Potosi BLP must be down to here, since hrd on 2679 1/14 0335 ID, "El maravilloso mundo de la musica" also 1/16 0333 ad string, DJ, ranchera, (Hauzer, Texas)

1390 unm LA noted here, usual fare 1/4 0215; fairly strong, but, like most "goodies," succumbed to sidetones by 0216. (Taylor, NJ)

1390 Mexico. XCHN "Canal 13" San Luis Potosi BLP must be down to here, since hrd on 2679 1/14 0335 ID, "El maravilloso mundo de la musica" also 1/16 0333 ad string, DJ, ranchera, (Hauzer, Texas)

1390 Cambodia. HETV 1/1 1600-1600 monotonous 6/8 musical not good u/fm //1079 (Hauzer, TX)

1390 Colombia. 1/15 0355 SS mx w/slogan sounding //Radio Registral (Hauzer, Texas)

1390 Ecuador. HETV 1/1 1600-1600 monotonous 6/8 musical not good u/fm //1079 (Hauzer, TX)

1410 Colombia. 1/3 1035 SS mx; 2 Colombian possibilities as last yr., of IDCA Foreign Log. (Hauzer, Texas)

1430 Colombia. HETV R. Rebol de Tulua, gd on 2860 1/14 0755 check, AN (Hauzer, Texas)

1430 Japan. KUSU 1/8 1003-1015 f/out, SS and mx, poor. (Oldfield)

1430 Nicaragua. XTEL. Bosco de las Brumas, Jinotega was exc source of info since R. Nacional was off SW and YX5-750 poor; also noted 1/4 0043 w/stock record, good; 1/8 0037 mx, back on air after 3 day absence; all on 2500. (Hauzer, Texas)

1466 France. N. Brecht-Girlot presented the good carrier 1/3 0619. (Hauzer, Texas)

1470 Mexico. XELS. R. Pista, Mexico, DF ed 1/15 0755 check; AN (Hauzer, Texas)
USSR. again using this channel for R. Moscow FS. Hrd opening at 1444 w/CC, Chinese sve starting at 1500. Very strong, ex-1529 it seems. (Incidentally, it is interesting to note that they start only at 1500 GMT, which is midnight JST, when the jap
stns on 1470/1500 close, so no interference is caused. This
was believed to be the reason why they dropped 1475 more than
4 years ago.) (Lars Ryden, Tokyo, Japan) (Welcomed-ed)

Nottingham WAG, R. Cosmoship, Chigaco listed 1/8 0070
SS Ssc, thanking Pres. Nixon; het of a few hrs. (Kekotoertz)
(1-1); also, on 2950 harmonic, 1/4 0038 QRT emergency not
/750. (Hauzer, Texas)

Mexico. XEER Monterrey, NL 1/6 1248 "TER" ID on 2958;
also 1/8 1920 w/ "American Petroleum" (for oil refinery workers?)
(Hauzer, Texas)

Morocco. Caasablanca 3 listed 1/11, 0558 patches of AA audio
in chanting surfaced and remained on top w/only QM1 receivable
under. Noticeably low in freq, w/ low het; a low audible het might
signal its presence for others looking for it. (Taylor, EJ)
Noted 1/12 0501 hr at 1st w/fem chantings with/instrumental
accompaniment, f/ by female chantings from 0647 t/in. Seems
/159. (Edwards, NJ) (We scored the dates somehow, and not sure if
1/11 or 1/2, 11-6-8 and 11-8)

Guatemala. FOX LV del Tropico, Coatpeque, new harmonic on
2958, nom 1490 (note REW in Quat reported a diff variant here last
year) 1/8 1213 marinah, 1214 CTS, 1216 local vacht store ad
Estelar" ment. freqly; also, 1/5 0347, 1225-1250 as unID. (Hauzer)
US82 noted 1/12 1545 harmonic from fairly strong hrd from tuning-in
of Alma-Ata FS. At 1537 LS f/b ID (in Kazakh?) not ID. Still hrd
after 1450. Must be a relay, but interesting enough, Alma-Ata
listed 7/40 which E=1592...tape of ID, including frequencies,
sent to US stn expert Hille Alm in Sweden for further clarification.
(Mcadem, Japan)

Poland. Warsaw 1/8 0500-09 quite strong, but flutter w/MAW in
talk in language & brief musical interludes; some 15/10 splatter,
but local WOP off, patch. (Peidt, MI)

Guatemala. Another mystery "Casada Aguil de Guatemala" hrd on
3030, 1/4 0015 SS talk and mx, 0023 proclamation abt "el area del
desastre" /750 net central. (Hauzer, Texas)

PeID, Grunichi noted in passing 1/12, 1/14 both dates usual 2300
check of freq: good signals both dates "Estas es Red" chime IS.
ID, male-female talk in sh (Taylor, EJ)
Again 1/3 0000 nice signal w/MA, possible pattern change,
as much weaker after 0000, leaving mess of hets hovering around
1530 in addition to Grunichi. (Taylor, EJ)

Back of the File —
Bob Eberhart. "In reference to Jay Hurley's results of the
COSATURC. I did NOT advocate adjoining segments, only that
t h. hours was too long. My opinion is that 1 h. between segments is necessary on the
transmitter end, make a sandwich, and, of course, listen to the
call of nature."

Brian Vernon sends follow-up from London Sunday Times, 12/31/72: 
"FRANCIS CARMICHAEL-Atlantic-Oil's billion owner of Radio Caribou, the
North Sea radio, is pop station, said yesterday he had disavowed
the entire crew and called in the Dutch navy to deal with what he called a
case of piracy. Later the boat was tossed into IJmuiden. Trouble aboard
began on Thursday, when the captain reported a mutiny—Neuter"
Greetings once again. This column is appended by a sheet of questions concerning Canadian stations. Anyone having any answers is urged to send them to DDXD immediately.

changes:

+ 710 WGRG-AL 
  EDH: 24 hrs., SP MM 0100-0600 (Dan Myers, Toledo, Oh) **
  That should also alter their r/c sigs... RJE

* 800 CJLX-ON 
  License renewal denied as of 3/31/73. As I understand it, this is final - no hearings, suits, etc. as in the U.S. (RJE)

* 990 WCRM-MI 
  license currently off the air. Interim operating authority has been applied for.

+ 1230 KAAA-AZ 
  NET: M

+ 1260 CH..-PQ 
  Menage, 40 U1

+ 1350 CH..-PQ 
  Amasieh, 40 U1

+ 1380 CH..-PQ 
  Riviere-Saint-Jean, 40 U1

+ 1420 KQHD-OC 
  NET: M

+ 1420 CH..-PQ 
  Fort Meier, 40 U1

+ 1450 WMBH-MQ 
  Has not been off air, just off AN. Is now back NSP as of 1/1 per anns. (Paul K. Hart, Ft. Worth, Tex)

  CB..-PQ 
  Havre-Saint-Pierre, 40 U1

  CB..-PQ 
  Sheldrake, 40 U1

+ 1490 WTHB-FL 
  NET: M

* WDBZ-NJ 
  Although POC deleted license, has now been granted permission to continue operations pending outcome of hearings. After that, who knows how much court action..... (RJE)

  CB..-PQ 
  Magpie, 40 U1

+ 1530 CH..-PQ 
  Riviere-au-Tonnare, 40 U1

+ 1550 CH..-PQ 
  La Romaine, 40 U1

  CB..-PQ 
  Longue-Pointe-de-Magnan, 40 U1

+ 1560 KGYX-MQ 
  CF: 10000/0 D3 (1/3/74)

+ 1570 KACE-CQ 
  NET: M

VE'S:

JANUARY:
  1st NW: WGRG-1290; 1st TH: W2XZ-1440, WTR-1480 1st FM: WFBG-980;

** A note here: Several contributors have submitted notes as to tests confirming to the TIC list. I have no information as to how that list was made up. Several changes reflected here in DDXD were not included in that list.
Inasmuch as the TIC list (which was originally supposed to have been a co-operative venture in 1971-72, was done elsewhere by Vinson), per NRC r/c ed, Joe Fels) is not yet published, all checks listed in DDXD will accept the 1971-72 joint list as amended via DDXD as the governing factor as to whether or not a check is new or a change is new, etc. -RJE

DESKTOP THE FACT THAT WE HAVE BEEN ON THE CRTC MAILING LIST FOR SOME TIME NOW, WE ARE STILL UNABLE TO ACQUIRE ALL OF THE CANADIAN STATION DATA WHICH WE WOULD LIKE. WE HAVE ORDERED A COPY OF THE CRTC STATION LIST OVER TWO MONTHS AGO, BUT STILL NO WORD. BELOW WE PRESENT A LIST OF APPLICATIONS WHICH HAVE BEEN SCHEDULED FOR HEARINGS (THE DATES IN PARENTHESES) BUT FOR WHICH THERE HAVE AS YET BEEN NO BROADCASTS.

Next comes that Canadian Questions List I mentioned earlier..... 73, RJE
And then there are these new CB-net FF stns, hrd here AN in N.J, on channels where there are no Canadians which could possibly account for them. For instance, on 1350 and 1360 kHz. Both were hrd in January. 1330 by PT & RJE and

Finally, we query as to the status of a CP listed a few years ago for an LPRT of some sort on 1500 kHz. at Great Slave Lake, N.W.T..... We saw the grant, but new

PLEASE, anyone with info on any of the above, forward same to DDXD as soon as you possibly can !!!! Thanks - RJE

GUIDE TO LATIN AMERICAN "FUNNY MONEY"

Ron Schatz

An aid to DX'ers we present below an up-to-date list of Spanish-American monetary names and the countries they pertain to. The correct pronunciations, in English phonetics, appear in parentheses. Names appear in plural form - as heard on the air.

CENTAVOS (sen-TAH-bohs)

CENTESIMOS (sen-TEH-seh-sohs)

CENTIMOS (SEN-teh-mohs)

BALBOAS (bahl-BO-ahs)

BOLIVARES (bo-LEE-bah-rehs)

CÓLONES (co-LO-nays)

CORDOBAS (cor-DO-bahs)

DOLARES (DO-lah-rehs)

ESCUROS (ESS-koor-ohs)

GUARANIES (gwah-rah-NEE-ess)

LEMPTAS (lee-EM-pahs)

LIRAAS (PEH-leh-ahs)

PESOS (PEH-sohs)

QUETZALES (khet-SAH-less)

SOLES (SO-LESS)

SUCRES (SOO-creess)

Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia, Cuba, Dominican Rep., Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, México, Nicaragua, Peru.

Chile, Panama, Uruguay, Costa Rica, Paraguay, Spain, Venezuela.

Panamá.

Venezuela.

Costa Rica, El Salvador.

Nicaragua.

Puerto Rico.

Chile.

Paraguay.

Honduras.

Spain.

Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia, Cuba, Rep. Dominicana, México, Uruguay.

Guatemala.

Perú.

Ecuador.

Greetings, peoples: a large column this go-round, so we'll get right to it...

GREETINGS, PEOPLES: A LARGE COLUMN THIS GO-ROUND, SO WE'LL GET RIGHT TO IT...


++ 1220 CP -MB Boisbougon, 10 kw US. Owned by CFAM/CHSM group. (Oldfield)
++ 680 CP -NWT Ft. McPherson, 40 kW. (John Oldfield, Edmonton, Alta.)

AT THIS JUNCTURE, a note on the acceptability of harmonics for inclusion in this column. Criteria are and have been to include them if and only if they satisfy one or more of the following conditions: 1) The harmonic itself falls within 1400-1620 kHz.; 2) The reception of the harmonic denotes some sort of change in the station's operations which would be helpful for DXers trying to ID it on the fundamental freq.; 3) The program details are specific and unique enough to be useful to DXers trying to ID it on the fundamental; or 4) The report is likewise fulfilling of the normal standards for DXXD reports of WW stations. I am running one harmonic item on hand in the sunset section because it satisfies #3 above. All others received to date satisfy none of the above. If any of the contributors to DXXD feel that this policy should be changed, please submit your views and justifications for same — RJE (end of sermon, hi)

midnight to sunrise

550 WNKB-RI TEST finally hrd w/ID surfaced o/WG & Cuban 0114 1/8, had called 0100 to see if on, CE said he'd try to "crank up more "oomph" this way"... poor at best. (Tom Sundstrom, Willingboro in o/mess 0114 1/8, surprisingly hrd next AM also! //RJE (Dan Myers, Toledo, Oh) ** Welcome back — RJE

560 KLZ -CO In o/mess 0114 1/8, surprisingly hrd next AM also! //RJE

570 WPFC-PF In very well w/WKNN 0641 1/8 (dm)

580 WM-KE In clr w/duo 0230 1/18 (Jeff Falconer, Clinton, Ia.)

600 WBCS-MC (O/W CCAO-WTAC-etc. 0548 1/8 (dm)

620 DXXD-SA ID 0245 1/18, good sigs (JF)

630 WPMR-RI Managed snuf for rpt 12/20 0120 o/u CFCO (dm)

730 WLD-NN Hrd 0557 12/18 on FSA (dm)

790 WLOX-CA Hrd w/ID in mess 0131 1/18 (JF)

860 WBSW-MA Hrd on TEST 1/8 0100-0230 w/TJ, several IDs, phone #, code word: "Berkshire Broadcasting", gd, no QSM (RJE)

930 CFBX-NB Hrd in TEST 1/5 in WKNN bulk w/ID, nice signal & 0100 (Jim Peters, Yardley, Pa.)

940 WLYD-LA Hrd w/KIOA w/ET ID 0235 1/8. (Jeff Roberts, Decatur, I11.)

++ Welcome to DXXD, Jeff — RJE
**WEKR-TN**
Hrd on TEST 0300 1/8, signal was on-10 at times. (JR) **You**
mean +10 db @/99, right?? -RJE

**KRCB-IA**
Caught ID @/-offset during KDDA dead air 0303 1/8, then SSB
weak with KDDA (JR)

**KDX-IA**
Hrd in ET 0127 12/18 (da)

**KNIM-MO**
**W/unusual ET** calls ins, no PoP, but usually in Sept. or Oct.,
this 0310 12/30 (ds) Drat, that's one of my nemesis stns
on 1500 -RJE

**WCC-WI**
In fair to exc. on TEST 0209 ID 12/18 (da)

**WHLS-NC**
1st hrd @ SS, but now hrd every AM @/0600 (da)

**WYTR-KY**
1st hrd 0602 12/27, ditto above, (da)

**WNJN-FL**
Surprise, preceded above two 12/31 0600 while looking for
VE6Z 1000 D1 125 mi who can't be hrd S or SS, hi (da)

**WNLG-NY**
Just managed to peak for wx w/small craft warnings and "WlN
degress", brief tape, called wx to play for them, said they'll verify,
12/31 0602, (JMP) **Interesting way to get a wave**, hi -RJE **Report
took 4 days. Only had to go a bit under 100 miles. Hi. Deadlines are
currently moved up a bit still due to horrendous mail even special
to HQ-RJE

**WSVA-VA**
Hrd 1/6 w/ nx, wx ending 1710, then into NR in monitor in progres-
s w/ ID between Good / WGB (TRS)

**WLES-VA**
Hrd 1/6 1715 w/ offset v/WHP. Poor, couldn't tell if SS was WLES
or not. (TRS)

**KALB-KS**
Strong sig atop w/rr 1820 1/7 (JR)

**WIRE-NC**
Strong wx & rr 1807 1/7 all alone for a while (JR)

**WAM-WV**
Came w/ID "Handy Duncan Show" 1725-30财产, changed it
weak 1/1, (JMP)

**WELD-VN**
S/offset 1701 12/15 (dm)

**WPKX-YA**
S/offset v/WPT 1710 1/2 (JF)

**WTV-SC**
W/pop mx, phone contests, ID's, TAs 1710-20 w/WEB nulling. Fair
despite several others underneath (TRS)

**WCEC-NC**
Hrd 1/7 wx ending 1700, ID into mx w/ WGT nulling, fair sig.

**WVPO-PA**
Hrd 1629 while looking for WRAY, 12/27 (da)

**WPLO-VA**
W/ ID into mx w/WEB 1630 12/21 (JF)

**WINF-MA**
W/ID tx mtn of Frederick County numerous times 1632 12/26

**WEAV-NC**
Fair w/ state mx, QR from usual pests 1824 1/2 (JF)

**KKOK-NC**
Hrd 1830 1/7, S/off in well 1848 (JR)

**WENA-VA**
Caught just barely 1619 12/26 o/mess (dm)

**KCC-WI**
Hrd mx w/KDDA w/ offset annotations just managed to ID from tape,
1800 (da)

**WTKR-NE**
Hrd 16/29 1701 w/WEB (JF)

**WMS-SC**
W/ID mx 1530 12/21 (JF)

**KMRL-IA**
**W**/w/ a h/wd = WESH, no WABJ, etc. Several clr ID's, to tell,
ch. 181, 1/1 per Joe Vega tip (JMP)

**RNEI-IA**
Surprise here w/ offset v/strange on WIBA at times, no sign of
CJTR 1758 1/4 (JMP) **Maybe CJTR died, I hope??!! -RJE

**X3IL-MO**
Very weak sig, w/ offset SSB 1/1 1825, tape replay got this one
(JMP)

**VIMA-OH**
Mixing w/ WIBN w/ AE, mx, ID on & hr. 1933 1/1 (JMP)

**WORX-PL**
Hrd while trying for WIBF 1624 12/28 (da)

**FNY-AR**
S/offset 1801 12/25, ment. FM in annot. (dm)

**WHHR-PA**
1631 12/28 w/CJS, WWM looped (almost), (hr) (dm)

**WAVE-CT**
Coming in all eve 12/26, ID logged 1930 (dm)

**WQX-AR**
Logged 1616 12/31 (da)

**WSGA-PA**
Caught AE mx into WASA mx 1635 12/28 (da) **One of my closest
uhds. Ugh -RJE

**WRR-TX**
Atop w/ M mx 1000 1/7, strong sig, (JF)

**WRR-IA**
In way after SS w/ ID 1830 12/24. On day petters. PB shows
strong null here (dm)
High! In between Air-Raids I've actually found time to do some DX'ing. That'll come later (like everything else), but now a long-awaited intro: I'm 38, double, and work as a Launch Control Officer at the AMI site just outside of Lincoln (exact location is classified). I work a 12-hour shift on a 7 day week, so you can see this leaves little time for DX'ing, high. If I'm not DX'ing or defending the State from Fascist Running Dogs I can be found reading the "Good Book", the little red one that is. DX: 8/15 WABY-1400 NY on top w/ rock at 3 am. 8/16 WLGI-L1280 NY very good w/rock at 1424 am, I was quite surprised to note that I've never heard him before. 10/7 ZIZ-555 St. Kitts good at 10 pm w/news but not before, then into old top and calloso mex. 12/10 Vatican529 finally heard, was good at 4:18 pm in II, w/2 men talking, excellent signal and little QRM. Israel-737, this logging the same as the Admirals, on top of Barcelona at 5:12 pm w/man singing in Yiddish, then woman talking in Hebrew, w/Spain playing opera in background, several "Kol Israel" ID's, s/off w/Israeli National Anthem. Totals now 740 stations, 72 countries logged. Rumor has it that former Yippie Pirate "Acme Radio" has moved to a British Caribbean Island and is calling himself "ZIT, a mountain of music on 1611". U C Next Time!

BIG GEORGE - Bostom, People's Republic of Massachusetts 02172

BRUCE WINDHAM - 1418 Booth Place - Apt. 3 - Kansas City, Kansas - 66103

1/3. Happy New Year to all. DX has been getting better around here lately, so forward into a long-overdue Muse. 12/5- CMB-1570 w/12:50am after, first noted w/hockey game 1:40am w/TROUBLE with this. They fade in/out, finally up strong enough for copy on 1570. In the middle of Bakerfield, CA, but solid & all alone on frequency, no sign of super-bug. 12/13 WAB-650 w/12:30am, then into ms at a fantastic level considering they are throwing almost silent signal my way. 12/16- WKBX-1370 ID 12:30am w/KRM tele-talk, then another SID, quickly faded w/KPR mixed w/KCPL splash. 12/20- KKLX-1150 s/off 1:106 after, "Be Still & Keep" ID at 12:53am, then WAB-650 s/off, after NKLX ID & SSB; KGL-1300, finally nabbed this one after two years of trying both from my Ellinwood location and here in KC, noted w/Bing's spot @ 727pm, WJ & ID 7:30, really scraping frequency at 7:50pm w/ID. 12/23- WDEC-1570, my favorite DX channel, noted w/ID 6:50am in spot, then ms, weak but steady, ID 7:30am in spot then ms, then 12am, still weak but dominating splash @ 6:30am; WRED-600 w/ID, then ID @ 6:30, then ms, had to fight horrible WAB splash. 12/28- KFIL-500 w/ID 6:50am, then into ms, s/off at 6:15am w/ID & SSB; KND -910 ID surfaced 6:50pm, then into Michelob ad (HUM) ID at 6:51, rr at good level. 1/1- WAMS-1900 w/ID 5:20pm, SID at 5:42s, then definite ID 5:42. 1/5- WLL-1950 first noted at 7:50am mixed w/KYM & a TQ, WAB scrambled ID channels but came in ID in NW @ 3:05. KCLI-1470 w/off @ 3:05, then ID @ 3:09, PA followed at 5:10. I noted the rather poor showing of Musings lately, not that I should talk since I haven't exactly burned up the pages with Musings. Seems the new members may be ashamed of their measly totals or "unexciting" dashes, whatever. C'mon, let's hear from you folks out there. Musings are the heart of DX NOTM! Let's hear what you guys are hearing - unexciting though they may be. Now, to get off the soap box. 73. (Well said, Bruce, and thank you) -ERV

BAN MAYS - 2659 10th Street - Toledo, Ohio - 43611 330-722-3568

1/5- 2145am, WXE-1380 Springfield, O, firmly heard after searching for it, and other Springfield station WXYL-1600 (heard 1/4) from the other three weeks. In fact, after deciding that there was no reason I shouldn’t be able to hear them; WYN-1300 16pm, w/off 5/16pm. M vidéo-390 Miss. in mass. @ 6:10pm & WAIM-1500 Alas. stop for s/off @ 6:13. 1/6- KLRD-1500 KC in EST @ 4:40am. KXGD-1020 MM in est, ms @ 4:58am. mirror @ 4:58am, 12:50am.; WYNA-1500 Alas. ID @ 3:05am on 1500 day (I heard WSVW's r/c). EDIM-1380 0. a surprise w/Intro for NW @ 6:05am, WZZK-1500 S.C. on s/off @ 5/14, WCIL-1560 S.C. on s/off 5/16pm, WLS-1530 Fla. on Florida 5:15pm; 1/7- 3:15pm ID heard for WMBF-1450 Puntzaventana, Pa., and Gary Siegel hot w/off 3:15pm, 1/73 what gives? No roads maps they should s/off @ 5/14, 5:16pm, WCCC-1450 w/off 5/16pm; I48-1450 Alas. ID @ 11 or a sudden clear spot in 1330 and was filled with "WBC". Will miracles never cease? I heard ID @ 6:50pm, KGL-500 Tex. announciong closing due to bad WQ & playing sloppy (syrupy, maybe) ms s/off. What makes 27 new stations heard by 1/7/73 PM (that’s more than 4 new ones) which should I listen to next. Anyone want to see me break my 11/3 in December? (Golf score?? - ERV) At the present rate, my calculations show I should hit 100 even this month. Wish me good luck - I’ll need it, ‘h. Only verse in me WPRG; still writing on WKE & KLYC, sent out about a month ago. That’s all for now. 73's & best of DX to all.

JERRY ROBERTS - 947 East Mees Street - Desatur, Illinois - 62521

I marked during SSB 1/3- 3:40-10-12-13 & logged 22 new stations. Here are the highlights. 1/5- KMB-990 Tex. @ 6:43-6:45pm w/aircraft traffic report. KCLI-1110 N.M. @ 7:15 s/off. The KCLI signal was so strong that I considered it going off the scale, then into old top and calloso mex., 12/10 Vatican529 finally heard, was good at 4:18 pm in II, w/2 men talking, excellent signal and little QRM. Israel-737, this logging the same as the Admirals, on top of Barcelona at 5:12 pm w/man singing in Yiddish, then woman talking in Hebrew, w/Spain playing opera in background, several "Kol Israel" ID's, s/off w/Israeli National Anthem. Totals now 740 stations, 72 countries logged. Rumor has it that former Yippie Pirate "Acme Radio" has moved to a British Caribbean Island and is calling himself "ZIT, a mountain of music on 1611". U C Next Time!
DVE SCHMIDT - 7016 South St. - Toledo, Ohio

Before going right into this (for me) mundane, I hope everyone had a Happy Christmas and I wish the best to all in '73. DX-wise & in everything the New Year brings. I would have missed more often but studies, summer work, Convention-going (a great one in Miami) and a host of other activities always seem to interrupt my best intentions. As for a re-intro, I'll be 22 next month, so, please the M of you, & deal with the Convention, I've been known to be a little too much of a DX-er in the past. So as you see you shouldn't give up on DX too soon. It is good also.

Another type of DXer is the casual listener. There are many of these in the air, and reception from them can be excellent. So I guess I can't give you away in what DX is present. For DXers there are DX digest, DX News, DX Magazines and a host of others. They are not all DXers, but there are a few that are.

I have heard from a few of these DXers, and have heard from many of them, and have heard from them. So I guess I can't give you away in what DX is present. For DXers there are DX digest, DX News, DX Magazines and a host of others. They are not all DXers, but there are a few that are.

I have heard from a few of these DXers, and have heard from many of them, and have heard from them. So I guess I can't give you away in what DX is present. For DXers there are DX digest, DX News, DX Magazines and a host of others. They are not all DXers, but there are a few that are.

I have heard from a few of these DXers, and have heard from many of them, and have heard from them. So I guess I can't give you away in what DX is present. For DXers there are DX digest, DX News, DX Magazines and a host of others. They are not all DXers, but there are a few that are.

I have heard from a few of these DXers, and have heard from many of them, and have heard from them. So I guess I can't give you away in what DX is present. For DXers there are DX digest, DX News, DX Magazines and a host of others. They are not all DXers, but there are a few that are.

I have heard from a few of these DXers, and have heard from many of them, and have heard from them. So I guess I can't give you away in what DX is present. For DXers there are DX digest, DX News, DX Magazines and a host of others. They are not all DXers, but there are a few that are.

I have heard from a few of these DXers, and have heard from many of them, and have heard from them. So I guess I can't give you away in what DX is present. For DXers there are DX digest, DX News, DX Magazines and a host of others. They are not all DXers, but there are a few that are.

I have heard from a few of these DXers, and have heard from many of them, and have heard from them. So I guess I can't give you away in what DX is present. For DXers there are DX digest, DX News, DX Magazines and a host of others. They are not all DXers, but there are a few that are.

I have heard from a few of these DXers, and have heard from many of them, and have heard from them. So I guess I can't give you away in what DX is present. For DXers there are DX digest, DX News, DX Magazines and a host of others. They are not all DXers, but there are a few that are.

I have heard from a few of these DXers, and have heard from many of them, and have heard from them. So I guess I can't give you away in what DX is present. For DXers there are DX digest, DX News, DX Magazines and a host of others. They are not all DXers, but there are a few that are.
CARL W. DEIBLSTEIN - 3300 North 5th Street - Lincoln, Nebraska - 68507

As the year draws to a close, the BPC would like to express our appreciation for all your efforts to make DX NEWS a success. Thank you for your contributions! Our editors and mailing list are grateful for your dedication.

Herb Page has been a long-time supporter of DX NEWS and has made many valuable contributions to the publication. We would like to extend our thanks to Herb for his continued support and contributions.

Ralph N. Ray - 34 Garrison Avenue - Lexington, Ontario - N8H - EP2

Greetings! It's been another year since our last report, so let's recap some of the highlights.

- The new R-300A that I purchased in April has performed well and exceeded my expectations.
- The new call sign, which has been assigned to me, is K61-300A. I'm using it in my logging efforts.
- The new DXCC entities have been added to the database, and I've been incorporating them into my logging efforts.
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- The new call sign, which has been assigned to me, is K61-300A. I'm using it in my logging efforts.
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New loggings are being entered in the DX News database. These logs include new DXCC entities, new band allocations, and new bands. The new logs are being entered in the DX News database and are available for viewing.
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